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Season 37, Episode 187
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09.19.00 - Tuesday



Preview:Zander lets his guard down with Emily.
Recap:Chloe asked Stefan to help her find her special bracelet when she lost it searching for an escape route. Stefan warned her again to stay away from the cliffs. Taggert yelled at Gia for all of her criminal manipulations and Gia dared him to arrest his own sister. Worried about Luke and scared about Roy's safety, Bobbie asked Roy to promise her not to go off on any more wild adventures. Zander and Emily escaped out of the clinic's window when the sheriff came back. Roy asserted that Bobbie had to trust him because he wasn't going to settle down into a boring, predictable life. Bobbie called Mac to get info on Luke's trial and Felicia picked up instead. Officially married, Carly and Sonny directed Jason and Alexis to stay for a small celebration. Sonny later thanked Jason for persuading Carly to go through with the wedding. Jason said he did it because he knew Carly and Sonny would be happy together. Stefan reiterated to Chloe that inst
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